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Nuts in chocolate are a very popular combination. Most popular in the European market is the use of hazelnuts. Similar to filled products nut oil may migrate into the chocolate matrix with the effect of fat bloom formation. This can be seen as a matt halo around the nut. Fat bloom often is not accepted by the consumer and leads to discard of the finished products. Therefore the knowledge on the influence of the quality of nuts on fat bloom formation and possible ways to delay it, is of big interest for the chocolate industry.
Hazelnuts may come from different growing areas with different climates and from different breeds. Therefore they may differ in size, taste, fat content and fatty acid composition. Usually for chocolate application nuts are roasted. This can be performed in different ways, for example with higher temperatures in shorter time or vice versa. All these parameters might influence the potential for fat migration and fat bloom formation in the finished chocolates. Knowing the influence of nut quality on fat bloom formation may be used to optimize technological nut processing.
In this study different hazelnuts from Turkey from the same size where roasted differently and water contents of roasted nuts was adjusted. Color, fat and water content, oxidative stability, surface oil and mobile fat were measured. The nuts were used for the production of dark chocolate bars. The chocolates were stored at 18°C, 20°C and 23°C and fat bloom formation was investigated.
The study showed that roasting parameters have a great influence on the oxidative stability of nuts, even though, roasting color might be the same. A test for mobile oil from whole and chopped hazelnuts could be established. The results from mobile oil and fat content often gave good correlation to fat bloom formation. Roasting parameters had little to no influence on fat bloom formation.

